One-pot hydrothermal synthesis of luminescent silicon-based nanoparticles for highly specific detection of oxytetracycline via ratiometric fluorescent strategy†
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We report a one-pot hydrothermal synthesis of water dispersible luminescent silicon-based nanoparticles (SiNPs) functionalized by amino groups, starting from aminopropyltriethoxysilane and ascorbic acid. The structure, surface chemistry and optical features of the resulting SiNPs are well characterized by transmission electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, UV-vis absorption spectra, transient and steady-state fluorescence. The products show high tolerability to extreme pH and high ionic strengths, and excellent photo-stability under UV irradiation, laying the foundation for their practical applications. As a fluorescent sensor, SiNPs have been used to sensitively determine oxytetracycline (OTC); particularly, they can distinguish OTC from other antibiotics with similar structure among the tetracyclines’ (TCS) family. In the presence of OTC, the blue emission at 436 nm of SiNPs is dramatically quenched. Meanwhile, a new green emission, peaking at 502 nm, appears and increases with the titration of OTC. Thereby, the trace of OTC can be monitored by SiNPs based on ratio between the two fluorescent intensities I_{502}/I_{436}. The I_{502}/I_{436} displays a good linear response to OTC concentrations in the range of 0.2 μM to 20 μM with a detection limit of 0.18 μM. Finally, this newly developed protocol is successfully used to determine OTC in milk and the observed recoveries suggest the sensor can serve as an effective tool to detect OTC in foodstuffs.

1. Introduction

SiNPs, consisting of crystal silicon and its oxide, show highly luminescent properties and have received much attention in many fields such as solar energy,1,2 photonic circuits3 and fluorescent sensors.4 During the past years, numerous approaches to prepare luminescent SiNPs have been developed.5–11 But most reported SiNPs are prone to oxidation in the ambient environment and are not easily dispersed in common solvents. Consequently, further surface modification should be employed to improve their stability and solubility. As one of aqueous synthetic strategies, hydrothermal synthesis12,13 can directly fabricate highly fluorescent and photostable SiNPs in an aqueous phase. This rapid, facile and efficient approach has received increasing interests. Recently, our group has successfully prepared a water-dispersible luminescent SiNPs via hydrothermal method to detect mangionic ions.14 Unique optical properties combined with excellent biocompatibility offer SiNPs opportunities for design of high-performance fluorescent sensors. To date, we have witnessed vast advancements in the development of silicon nanomaterial-based optical analytical platforms for sensing biological species, such as metal ions,15,16 RNA and DNA,17,18 cell labeling,19,20 intracellular pH,21 and so on. However, the detection of various antibiotics using label-free SiNPs is very limited.

Oxytetracycline (OTC), containing four condensed aromatic rings, is a member of the broad-spectrum TCS’ family of antibiotics. Other three derivatives, including tetracycline (TC), doxycycline (DC) and chlortetracycline (CTC), are structurally similar to OTC (Scheme S1†). Owing to its strong antibacterial activity against bacteria, OTC is widely used for the treatment or prevention of infections. It has become the most common growth promoter for livestock and aquaculture due its low cost and high efficiency. However, widespread use has led to the presence of OTC residues in animal foods, such as meat, milk and eggs/chicken, which is a significant problem in terms of food safety.22,23 For the purpose of detecting TCs, diverse techniques have been developed including high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),24 liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC/MS),25 enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA)26 and electrochemical analysis.27 Nevertheless, these traditional methods need complicated instruments and operation, or
require sample pretreatment. Thus, facile, fast and sensitive method for detecting OTC residues in foodstuffs is urgently needed.

By virtue of its high sensitivity and nondestructive nature,28–30 fluorescent sensor is more suitable to detect OTC in drugs or human food than other platforms. So far, however, most of OTC-based sensors reply on the changes of single emission intensity during the detection.20–34 The interferences from other environmental parameters (e.g. pH, temperature, ionic strength) may affect the emission intensity and thus the sensitivity of sensor. On the other hand, specific detection of OTC among TCs’ family is very poor due to their similar structure and chemical properties (Scheme S1†).

Herein, we develop a novel fluorescent sensor for OTC based on SiNPs, prepared by one-pot hydrothermal method. Comparing to other traditional sensors, it can determine OTC through radiometric fluorescent strategy. The resulting SiNPs are functionalized by amino groups, and OTC has amounts of hydroxyl and carbonyl groups. Owing to the electrostatic forces and nucleophilic addition reaction, the SiNPs can easily combine to OTC and finally form SiNPs–OTC complex with C=\(\equiv\)N binding Schiff base, which possesses green emission at 502 nm (Scheme 1). Consequently, SiNPs–OTC mixture exhibit dual-emission fluorescent property. The blue fluorescent emission of SiNPs is quenched by OTC based on inner filter effect (IFE), while the green one from Schiff base increases linearly and acts as the reference signal. In addition, this fluorescent sensor can specifically recognize OTC among complicated TCs’ family.

2. Experimental

2.1 Chemicals and materials

(3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES), ascorbic acid (AA), OTC and its three analogues (TC, CTC and DC), trichloroacetic acid and other routine chemicals were obtained from Tianjin Guangfu Fine Chemical Research Institute. Britton–Robinson (BR) buffer solutions are employed to study the stability of SiNPs toward different pH values, which were prepared by mixing acid solutions containing 0.04 M boric acid, 0.04 M acetate, and 0.04 M phosphate, using 0.20 M NaOH solution to adjust pH value. All reagents were of analytical reagent grade and were used without further purification. Ultrapure water obtained from a Milli-Q ultrapure (18.2 M\(\Omega\) cm\(^{-1}\)) system was used in all experiments.

2.2 Apparatus

UV-vis absorption instrument (Lambda 950UV/Vis/NIR, PerkinElmer, USA) was used to measure the optical absorption spectra. The fluorescence spectra (LS-55, PerkinElmer, USA) were tested at an excitation wavelength of 345 nm. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images are collected by a Tecnai G2 S-Twin F20 transmission electron microscope (FEI, USA). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements are obtained by using an ESCALAB 250 spectrometer with a monochromatic X-ray source (Al K\(\alpha\) line, 1486.6 eV). Crystal structure was measured by a Rigaku D/Max-RA X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with Cu K\(\alpha\) radiation (\(\lambda\) = 1.5406 \(\AA\)). Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were collected with a Spectrum Two spectrometer (PerkinElmer, USA). The thermal behavior was studied by a Pyris 1 thermogravimetric analyzer under nitrogen at heating rate of 10 \(\degree\)C min\(^{-1}\) (PerkinElmer, USA). The measurement of time decay of fluorescence intensity is carried out on a FLS920 Edinburgh Instruments (U.K.), being combined with fluorescence lifetime and steady state spectrometer. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential measurements were performed using a nano ZS90 laser scattering particles size and zeta-potential analyzer (Malvern, U.K.). The pH values were measured with FE 20 pH meter (Mettler-Toledo, China).

2.3 Preparation of luminescent SiNPs

SiNPs with the maximum emission at 436 nm exited by 345 nm were fabricated by a simple one-step hydrothermal route. Briefly, 3 mL APTES and 30 \(\mu\)L AA (100 mM) were dissolved in 12 mL ultrapure water. After stirring for 10 min, the mixture was transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave of 50 mL and heated to 240 \(\degree\)C for 3 h. The obtained solution was filtered extensively with 0.22 \(\mu\)M ultrafiltration membrane to remove the large particles, and then dialyzed extensively with a dialysis membrane (3500 Da) in ultrapure water for 12 h.

2.4 Detection of OTC

The OTC detection procedure was carried out in aqueous solution. OTC was added into 2 mL of 4 mM probe solution one by one with the final concentrations of 0.2 to 30 \(\mu\)M. After incubation for 2 min, the corresponding fluorescence spectra of the solutions were then recorded under excitation at 345 nm. The ratio changes of the fluorescence intensities (\(I_{502}/I_{436}\)) were used to construct the curves and evaluate the performance of SiNPs toward OTC. The selectivity of this sensing system for OTC activity was assessed by using other TCs’ family and the following substances as Na\(^+\), K\(^+\), Cl\(^-\), CO\(_3\)\(^{2-}\), HCO\(_3\)\(^-\), PO\(_4\)\(^{3-}\), HPO\(_4\)\(^{2-}\) and H\(_2\)PO\(_4\)\(^-\). All the measurements are performed at ambient conditions.

2.5 Sample preparation of milk

The milk was obtained from the local farm. The procedure described previously to precipitate the proteins and fat in milk...
was modified slightly in the present study. Briefly, 1 mL milk sample was diluted into 10 mL ultrapure water and subsequently added 2 mL 5% trichloroacetic acid solution, followed by vortexing for 1 min and ultrasonication for 30 min. After that, the mixture was centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for 10 min. Then the obtained supernatant was filtered extensively with 0.22 μM ultrafiltration membrane to remove the precipitate. The filtrate was stored at 4 °C for further analyzing.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Preparation and optimization of SiNPs

SiNPs are synthesized in aqueous solution via a one-pot hydrothermal method. The mixture, consisting of APTES and AA, is put into a reaction still to be heated at a defined temperature. Consequently, an intense blue emission at 436 nm has been observed when existed at 345 nm. Afterward, several experimental factors such as molar ratios of reactants, temperature and continuous reaction time, are respectively optimized to achieve SiNPs with better fluorescence properties. As shown in Fig. S1,† the SiNPs with highest fluorescence at 436 nm is obtained under suitable conditions, where the molar ratio of APTES to AA is chosen at 100 : 1 and temperature of reaction is fixed at 240 °C for 3 h.

3.2 Characterization of SiNPs

Fig. 1a and its inset respectively display TEM image and DLS size distribution of SiNPs prepared basing on optimum conditions. The resulting SiNPs are spherical particles that appear to have high dispersity with diameter of about 4.5 nm. XPS is used to analyze the valence state of elements, and surface chemical bonds of the products. As shown in Fig. 1b and S2,† four characteristic peaks at 102.4, 284.7, 523.3 and 399.3 eV represent respectively for Si2p, C1s, O1s and N1s, suggesting the presence of Si4+, C, O and N in SiNPs. There is almost no characteristic peak toward zero valence silicon (Si0) observed in XPS measurement, suggesting Si–O bonds are mainly exists in the SiNPs.35,36 Furthermore, XRD pattern (Fig. 1c) of SiNPs represents one single diffraction peak at about 2θ = 22°, assigned to the (101) planes of silicon oxide (ICDD 39-1426). Thereby, results from XPS and XRD single that SiNPs mainly consist of silicon oxide. In addition, FT-IR spectrum of SiNPs is shown in Fig. 1d and several distinct transmission peaks are represented in the range of 800–4000 cm⁻¹. Particularly, there exist two characteristic peaks at around 3440 and 1580 cm⁻¹; and they are corresponding to N–H bond bending and the N–H stretching vibration, respectively.12,37 One intense peak at around 1100 cm⁻¹ can be indexed to the vibrational stretch of Si–O bonding. Moreover, zeta potential (ζ) of SiNPs in aqueous media (pH < 7.0) is 2.58 mV. FT-IR and zeta potential analysis demonstrates the surface of resulting SiNPs possess amounts of amino groups with sufficient positive charges. As shown in Scheme S2,† the APTES can be easily hydrolyzed in aqueous solution. Owning to AA processes amounts of hydroxyl groups, hydrolyzed products can polymerize with AA and then form particles with −(Si–O)x structure,38,39 which is terminated by amine groups during high temperature hydrothermal process.

UV-vis absorption spectrum of transparent SiNPs contained solution is given in Fig. 2a, where it shows one single broad absorption band centered at 270 nm. The highest emission
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Fig. 1  (a) TEM image of SiNPs, inset shows size distribution of SiNPs by DLS measurement. (b) Characteristics toward Si2p in SiNPs by XPS. (c) XRD pattern and (d) FT-IR spectrum of SiNPs.
intensity at 436 nm is obtained upon exited by 345 nm (Fig. 2b). According to the previous literature, this absorption band is due to some form of oxygen deficiency in the SiO₂ network such as oxygen vacancy. Furthermore, oxygen vacancy and peroxy linkage \(\equiv\text{Si–O–O–Si}\equiv\) can form self-trapped excitation in SiO₂, which lead to blue fluorescent emission through recombination (Fig. 2b).

Fig. 2c shows luminescent emission spectra of SiNPs when existed by various wavelengths in the range of 310–380 nm. It is found that the emission bands of SiNPs are located in the narrow range of 428–445 nm, suggesting SiNPs exhibit well size distribution and/or low density of emissive traps at the surface. In addition, the fluorescence decay curve of SiNPs is tested (Fig. 2d), and the decay parameters as lifetime (\(\tau\)), amplitude of component (\(B\)) and fitting degree (\(\chi^2\)) are listed in Table 1. The result shows biexponentially decay consisting nanosecond (7.71 ns) and microsecond lifetimes (9.63 \(\mu\)s). According to the ref. 43 and 44, the shorter lifetime arises from surface related recombination, which is easily influence by size of SiNPs and its surface chemistry. However, the longer lifetime is attributed to recombination in SiNPs.

3.3 Stability of SiNPs
To further evaluate the stability of SiNPs, their fluorescence intensities are recorded under various extreme conditions, including pH, ionic strengths and irradiation. Fig. S3a† shows that the fluorescence intensity of the SiNPs at 436 nm does not change much in responding to pH variation from 2.0 to 12.0. Such a good resistance to extreme acid and base is essentially attributed to the high adjusting ability of amino groups in SiNPs, which are easily to be protonated or deprotonated depending on conditions as reported. In addition, similar dull response is also observed for SiNPs in the presence of different amount of NaCl (Fig. S3b†). It is excited to discover no much effect of dense NaCl on SiNPs fluorescence, lay the foundation to apply this unique material to biological system with high ionic strength. Moreover, the fluorescence intensity of SiNPs can be kept stable for more than 100 min under exposure to strong light of 365 nm (Fig. S3c†), illustrating the good photo-stability of this material. Therefore, the high stability of the as-prepared SiNPs endows it with the ability to become a remarkable luminescence sensor in chemical or biological applications.

3.4 Detection of OTC \textit{in vitro} and milk sample
It is known that sensitivity of detection method strongly depends on the relevant experimental parameters. In this work, the OTC is determined based on ratiometric fluorescent strategy. Thus, it is much important to optimize the ratio of two fluorescent intensities. Both much weak and strong fluorescent intensity of SiNPs hampers its sensitivity toward OTC, as shown
in Fig. S4a and b.† Herein, we use 4 mM SiNPs as the optimum concentration to determine OTC (Fig. 3a). Besides, incubation time of analyte systems is also evaluated as shown in Fig. S5.† In the presence of OTC, the fluorescence of SiNPs changes quickly being finalized within 1 min and then kept constant with time. To obtain more reliable results, 2 min incubation after OTC addition is chosen before fluorescence measurement.

As a promising sensor, the luminescent SiNPs are used to detect OTC in aqueous solution. Under the optimized conditions, the mixture combined with SiNPs and OTC represents double emission peaks at 436 nm and 502 nm when exited by 345 nm. The fluorescence intensity of former at 436 nm is quenched, while the later one at 502 nm becomes stronger when the concentration of OTC is increased (Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b represents a calibration curve for OTC detection with an excellent correlation ($I_{502}/I_{436} = 0.064C + 0.389, R^2 = 0.9994$) is achieved in the range of 0.2–20 μM, and the limit of detection (LOD) is as low as 0.18 μM based on S/N = 3.

Selectivity is another important parameter to evaluate the performance of a new fluorescent sensor. Hence, the interference from other TCs and biological ions (Na+, K+, Cl−, CO$_3^{2−}$, HCO$_3^{−}$, PO$_4^{3−}$, HPO$_4^{2−}$ and H$_2$PO$_4^{−}$) is investigated under the same conditions. As shown in Fig. 3c, it is observed that other TCs show almost no significant influence on the fluorescence intensity ratio of $I_{502}/I_{436}$, and the same result is obtained for all of the interfering biological ions (Fig. 3d). Therefore, these findings reveal that the proposed method exhibits excellent selectivity toward OTC, especially among TCs’ family. In comparison to other reported fluorescence methods for OTC, the present one has comparable performance, especially, in selectivity and fluorescence response strategy (Table S1†).

With respect to the practicality of the sensor to the real sample, the SiNPs are further tested in spiked milk samples with standard addition method and the results are listed in Table 2. It exhibits that recoveries of different known amounts of added OTC reached to 99%–104% in milk samples, and all the relative standard deviation (RSD) are smaller than 0.3%. Thereby, the established radiometric fluorescence strategy using SiNPs is validated and successfully applied to detect OTC in real samples.

### 3.5 Possible mechanism of fluorescence response

To investigate the recognition mechanism of SiNPs toward OTC, SiNPs solution in absence and presence of OTC are firstly
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Table 2. Determination results of OTC in milk samples
subjected to DLS and zeta potential measurements. As shown Fig. 4a, the size of SiNPs increases from 4.5 nm to 5.5 nm, while the zeta potential changes from 2.58 mV to 0.76 mV. According to the structural feature of OTC, it has the functional groups of hydroxyl, carbonyl and hydrogenated tetracene. The former two are potential binding sites in target the amino groups of SiNPs. Amounts of hydroxyl groups result in negative charging of OTC and attachment to electropositive SiNPs via electrostatic force. Hence, enlargement of grain size and decrease of zeta potential are both induced by the formation of SiNPs–OTC complex. In addition, Fig. S6† shows comparison of zeta potentials toward various TCs, such as OTC, TC, CTC and DC. It is clear to find that OTC possesses negative potential of −9.96 mV; while only −1.1, −3.69 and −1.02 mV is obtained for CTC, TC and DC, respectively. Thus, the OTC can combine with positive charged SiNPs more easily than other TCs. That’s one of the reasons why the luminescent SiNPs have good selectivity among TCs’ family. In fact, it is also possible due to distinct structure and chemical properties of OTC, which will be further analyzed afterwards.

To further investigate the chemical bonds formed in SiNPs–OTC complex, we evaluate and compare the FT-IR spectra of SiNPs, OTC and SiNPs–OTC complex. As shown in Fig. 4b, FT-IR spectrum of OTC shows a resonance at about 1630 cm⁻¹, which is assigned to C=O stretching vibration of carbonyl group. Upon complexed with SiNPs, the C=O stretch of carbonyl group (1630 cm⁻¹) diminished and a new sharp peak appears at 1580 cm⁻¹. Meanwhile, the absorption peak at 3440 cm⁻¹ of N–H bond bending vibration in SiNPs–OTC is almost vanished comparing to the pure SiNPs. Thus, the characteristic peak at 1580 cm⁻¹ is not corresponding to N–H stretching vibration of SiNPs but the C=N bond from SiNPs–OTC complex, via nucleophilic addition reaction between amino group in SiNPs and aldehyde group of OTC. This indicates the formation of C=N contained Schiff base with fluorescence property when SiNPs solution is in presence of OTC. To confirm our assumption, a control experiment is employed, where OTC is added into APTES solution possessing amounts of amino groups (Fig. S7†). It is interesting to find that the mixture of OTC and APTES shows also a strong fluorescence emission at 505 nm. Furthermore, FT-IR spectra displays characteristic peak at 1573 cm⁻¹ assigned to C=N bond in this mixture, suggesting APTES-OTC complex is formed with fluorescent Schiff base. Of note, a little difference indeed exists in fluorescence and FT-IR spectra toward SiNPs–OTC and APTES-OTC complex, due to the different origination. Besides, Fig. S8† indicates weight loss curves of SiNPs and SiNPs–OTC complex. In presence of OTC, the temperature of weight loss is shifted from high temperature side. This result suggests that the thermal stability of SiNPs is increased by the formation of covalent bonds (C=N) toward the surface of particles.

To investigate optical properties of SiNPs–OTC complex, the UV-vis absorption spectra of SiNPs, OTC and SiNPs–OTC complex are compared and shown in Fig. 4c. Meanwhile, the fluorescence spectra of SiNPs–OTC complex are also compared with SiNPs alone. As shown in the inset of Fig. 4d, the fluorescence light of SiNPs–OTC complex is 505 nm, which is in presence of OTC. To confirm our assumption, a control experiment is employed, where OTC is added into APTES solution possessing amounts of amino groups (Fig. S7†). It is interesting to find that the mixture of OTC and APTES shows also a strong fluorescence emission at 505 nm. Furthermore, FT-IR spectra displays characteristic peak at 1573 cm⁻¹ assigned to C=N bond in this mixture, suggesting APTES-OTC complex is formed with fluorescent Schiff base. Of note, a little difference indeed exists in fluorescence and FT-IR spectra toward SiNPs–OTC and APTES-OTC complex, due to the different origination. Besides, Fig. S8† indicates weight loss curves of SiNPs and SiNPs–OTC complex. In presence of OTC, the temperature of weight loss is shifted from high temperature side. This result suggests that the thermal stability of SiNPs is increased by the formation of covalent bonds (C=N) toward the surface of particles.

To investigate optical properties of SiNPs–OTC complex, the UV-vis absorption spectra of SiNPs, OTC and SiNPs–OTC complex are compared and shown in Fig. 4c. Meanwhile, the fluorescence spectra of SiNPs–OTC complex are also compared with SiNPs alone. As shown in the inset of Fig. 4d, the fluorescence light of SiNPs–OTC complex is 505 nm, which is in presence of OTC. To confirm our assumption, a control experiment is employed, where OTC is added into APTES solution possessing amounts of amino groups (Fig. S7†). It is interesting to find that the mixture of OTC and APTES shows also a strong fluorescence emission at 505 nm. Furthermore, FT-IR spectra displays characteristic peak at 1573 cm⁻¹ assigned to C=N bond in this mixture, suggesting APTES-OTC complex is formed with fluorescent Schiff base. Of note, a little difference indeed exists in fluorescence and FT-IR spectra toward SiNPs–OTC and APTES-OTC complex, due to the different origination. Besides, Fig. S8† indicates weight loss curves of SiNPs and SiNPs–OTC complex. In presence of OTC, the temperature of weight loss is shifted from high temperature side. This result suggests that the thermal stability of SiNPs is increased by the formation of covalent bonds (C=N) toward the surface of particles.
complex are measured. As shown in Fig. 4c, a new intense absorption band at 375 nm assigned to Schiff base is observed in SiNPs–OTC complex, where it overlaps quite well with the excitation band of SiNPs centered at 345 nm. Thereby, upon addition of OTC, the formed Schiff base in SiNPs–OTC complex absorbs the excitation spectrum toward SiNPs efficiently and the fluorescence intensity of SiNPs decreased based on the inner filter effect (IFE). Considering the IFE process between Schiff base and SiNPs in the complex, the SiNPs–OTC mixture can behave as “turn-off” fluorescence for SiNPs and “turn-on” fluorescence for Schiff base. Consequently, the fluorescence of the SiNPs changes from blue emission (436 nm) to green emission (502 nm) after titration of OTC [Fig. 4d]. Table 1 shows the fluorescence decay profiles of SiNPs and SiNPs–OTC complex. The blue emission lifetimes of SiNPs are 7.71 ns and 9.63 μs, respectively, while the green emission lifetimes of SiNPs–OTC complex are 7.19 ns and 12.36 μs, demonstrating the changes of chemical environment around SiNPs and the formation of fluorescent Schiff base (Scheme 1).

4. Conclusion

In summary, amino groups terminated luminescent SiNPs have been designed for ratiometric visual detection of OTC in vitro and milk samples. Green emitting C==N binding Schiff base is assembled onto the surface of blue emitting SiNPs, via nucleophilic addition reaction in the solution. The resulting SiNPs–OTC mixture with a dual-emission property can prevent the fluorescence intensity from environment effects when using single luminescent sensor. Based on the inner filter effect, the blue emission at 436 nm quenches, while the green emission at 502 nm increase reversely when exited by 345 nm. Consequently it brings the distinct changes of fluorescent color from blue to green. The intensity ratio of $I_{436}/I_{436}$ represents good linear relationship and relative low detection limit toward OTC. Furthermore, the strategy shows excellent selectivity particularly among TCs’ family and satisfactory results in real sample tests.
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